The topic of this article is the Jewish world's common view regarding Islam, its Prophet and Muslims dating back from the emergence of Islam to the present day. In this sense, the study sheds light on the history of Jewish thought. Although this investigation cannot be described as a complete analysis on history of thought, the examples which I provide through this article 
Introduction
This study actually expresses the history of Jewish thought beginning from thousands of years earlier to the current day. There has been a wide range of materials to remind us of the notorious prejudice of Jews towards Islam for many ages. The aim of the study is to outline the general framework of Jewish philosophy on Islam and Muslims. Therefore the study endeavors to ascertain opinions of some Jewish intellectuals and politicians about Islam and Muslims and to exemplify their numerous acts of negative behaviors in almost every corner of life. In order to locate the topic and its field in a proper way, in the study only matters about the negative attitude against Islam is dealt with. Accordingly, the study generally refers to polemics which Jewish writers composed against Islam and Muslims. In addition to that, it touches upon Jewish literary texts, utterances of Jewish statesmen and the contrary remarks.
Needless to say that a study of this nature may deserve to be regarded significant as far as the Jewish standpoint of Islam and Muslims is concerned.
The Period of the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh)
The very first encounter of Muslims with the Jews ever is in the period of the Prophet Muhammad. The interrelationship between the two parties in Mecca where Islam emerged was relatively less than that of the Medinese era due to the fact that Jewish population had been much less in the former city than the latter one. Interestingly it was claimed that the number of Jews in Mecca at that time was almost next to none (Hamidullah, 1990) (Derveze, 1965) , as their population had much concentrated both in Medina and Khaibar cities.
Therefore the Prophet Muhammad could only contact with Jews when they travelled Mecca for trade purposes. The questions of Jews to the Prophet and answers to them through the revelation of the Surah of al-Kahf (Hamidullah, 1990) are major examples of the encounters in Mecca.
As an endeavor for the restoration of political stability in the aftermath of the Prophet's migration to Medina, the Charter of Medina 2 which had much served for re-arranging the order with the Jewish tribes such as the Banu Nadir, the Banu Qaynuqa, and the Banu Qurayza who were dissatisfied with the migration proves to be exclusive in terms of interrelations between the two communities (Hamidullah, 1990) . The infringement of clauses of the said agreement which is stipulating (Sırma, 1994) (Bolay, 1967 ) that the Jews may not to be in cooperation or collaboration with the enemies of Islam made the two parties be at loggerheads with each other. Following the revelation of the verse which prescribes change of Qibla from Quds (Jerusalem) to Kaba, some Jews had proposed him if he would continue to face Quds they would have pledged allegiance to him (al-Waqidi, 1984) . This very proposition particularly forms an example of then-Jews' derogatory attitudes towards Muslims.
Notable figures of Jewish community such as poets Ka'b b. Al Ashraf, Abu Afak, Asma bt.
Marwan had made heavy insults on Islam and Muslims by humiliating the Prophet and in the meantime had incited idolaters against Islam (al-Waqidi, 1984 ) (Hisham, 1971) . As a striking example, the incident of a chaste Muslim lady who had been subjected to disgraceful harassment in a Jewish jewelry shop in the market indicates a gradual development of Jew's verbal or non-verbal harsh and derogatory treatment towards Muslims (Hisham, 1971) .
Moreover, as Ibn Hisham reported, then-Jews carried their negative attitude even to assassinate the Prophet himself (Hisham, 1971 ) (Sa'd, 1960 . In many texts in Zohar, a fundamental Jewish source, it is said that 'Muslims are throughout the history tormented the Jews the most so they are well deserved to be despised' (Zohar, Şemot II: 17a.) . Islam and its Prophet have been dealt with by Jewish literature with a hostile view (Yaman, 2016 (Qirqisani, 1939) .
Jewish clerics or authors like Bernard Lewis (Lewis, 1960) , ClaudeCahen (Cahen, 1990) , J.
Wellhausen (Julius Wellhausen, 1963) , Robert Mantran (Mantran, 1981) (Rosenberg, 1990) . 4 Jewish scriptures generally treat Prophet Muhammad's personality and the divinity of Quran with humiliation and derogation and assert that most of matters in Quran have been taken from the remarks of Jewish clerics (Özen, 2000) .
After the Prophet Muhammad
After Particularly, the texts written by middle age Jewish clerics are important due to fact that they (Maghribi, 1964) . In addition to the abovementioned words, one may find some other despising imputations like shepherd, crazy, evil, imposter or cursed (Meral, Ortaçağ Yahudi Dünyasında İslam Algısı, 2013 ) (Nuh Aslantaş, 2011) .
It is possible to observe the similar attitude which is noticed in Middle Age Jewish clerics' writings in that of Christian orientalists. They had claimed that Prophet Muhammad had learned the religion and the prophecy from Bahira (i.e. Sergius the Monk) and believed in trinity (Vaux, 1898) (Draper, 1313) because he was trained by Jewish rabbis. Moreover, some of the anecdotes in Quran, they had alleged, was transmitted to Prophet Muhammad by Jews (Leveen, 1926) (Guillaume, 1928) and the Prophet had even committed plagiarism from former holy books during dictation of Quran, therefore Quran cannot be divine revelation (Karaite, 1889) . They had also alleged that the Prophet Muhammad had gone a trip to Damascus to gather some information about Judaism and obtain knowledge disguising his intention under the cloak of business (Maghribi, 1964) . Some works of poetry mentions some people advising Prophet Muhammad pretending to be companions (sahaba) but they had actually been Jews. These Jewish rabbis had prevented Muhammad from harming their Jewish communities by influencing and deceiving him. He had been eventually poisoned by his wife and killed in the deathbed by these Jewish rabbis surrounding him. (Cohn, 1962) .
Jewish historians of this period had never refrained from using sarcastic, hostile and despising words about Islam through transmitting what they learned from Christian writers who had participated in crusades.
Recent Time

Search for new territories to reside in beginning with destruction of Kingdom of Israel and
Judah had continued in the Middle Age with immigration to Western countries such as UK, Italy, France and Germany. It is evident that Jews living in various parts of the world have kept themselves away from religious, economic or social integration to societies where they lived. The underlying reason for this kind of isolation relies on the characteristics of a personality created by Torah and Talmud (Sayar, 2014) . It is because the Jewish nation lives its life and behaves in all aspects of life in accordance with the requirements of the religion.
Hence, their efforts and endeavors for acquiring economic and political power may be regarded a reason for dislike and mistreatment towards them by the other members of societies.
In addition according to holy book, Jews are the only nation to control and rule the world and selected as the inheritors of all the other nations (Deuteronomy, 7/6; 10/5, 14/21, 26/19; Exodus, thus other peoples are doomed to be servants of them (Leviticus, .
Obviously Jews have always maintained the idea of having superiority over the others, therefore they disdained them. They keep their ancient views that they had in the past (Freud, Musa ve Tektanrıcılık, 1976 Jews, who had been disliked in the western countries where they have been living, have developed Zionism as a reaction to "anti-semitism" (M. Şemseddin, 1987) . 5 After living in various countries under pressure and isolation, they have attained a state that they had been dreaming for centuries after the fall of Ottoman Empire owing to the efforts of Theodor Herzl and the support of Great Britain (Bozkurt, 2012) . Although Jewish population in the Western countries is declining, it seems that they have almost overcome problems caused by diaspora and moreover they are influential in economy, politics and media sector in some developed countries like UK and France (Şenay, 2002) . It is significant to note that the change of the 
